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“Everywhere we turned, we
were faced with the same
response, we were not legally
entitled to act on his behalf”
David Rosewall

The legislative amendments
Amendments were made to the Guardianship and Administration Act 1986 (Vic),
contained in the Justice Further Legislation Amendment Act 2010 (Vic).
New legislation inserted a new Part 5A into the Guardianship and
Administration Act 1986. The new Part will allow the Victorian Civil and
Administrative Tribunal (VCAT), upon application, to appoint an administrator
to manage the estate of a missing person, where there is a need for decisions in
relation to the person's financial matters or property and the appointment is in
the best interests of the missing person.
Explanatory Memorandum to the Justice Further Legislation Amendment
Bill 2010, Clause 29.
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The law was changed – isn’t that enough?
‘What was especially disappointing was that there
was initially (and this continued for several years
afterwards) no committed interest in preparing
materials that would be helpful to families wanting to
make use of the Act nor in promoting its possibilities
to people who could make good use of it’
Lindsay Flint,
father of missing person from NSW, on the NSW law reforms

Positive media
‘This is the legal system working at its best to correct
an anomaly within the system and to better protect
and serve the people of Victoria. Our legal system
has been enriched by the scrutiny and questioning
this case has prompted, and while the victory is no
substitute for a family still looking for a loved one,
and for answers, it should at least ease some of their
pain and burden.’
Editorial, Bendigo Advertiser
13 November 2010

Changes to the Victoria Police Manual

Some tips for reform work
 Check for any relevant reviews or broader reform campaigns being conducted

 Ensure clients affected by the issue are willing to advocate for reform personally or

at least in a de-identified manner.

 Be fearless in contacting old connections

 Be fearless in contacting politicians and their advisors
 Make use of specialist advice (in CLCs or private profession)
 Establish contacts in relevant media sources and keep them informed along the

way.

 Think about how legislation should read – you may be asked to draft it.
 When you make a submission or a case for reform, seek the endorsement of

reputable relevant authorities.

